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Bugs!

Many legs

Eight legs

Six legs

No legs



Getting our bug priorities straight 



Frequent Experiences requires
Local Experiences



Greatest Potential

When you look at bugs
negatively

No motivation to 
look or explore  
further



With so Much to Do

When you look at bugs
in a playful way

Endless 
Opportunities



Bugs within the 
Environmental Socialization Framework

 FREMI
 Frequent
 Recurring
 Expanding

 Meaningful
 Immediacy



Middle Childhood

 Gross and Disgusting

 Catching, Trapping, Controlling
 Use of Tools
 Discovery

 Observation



Implications thus far for Play with Bugs

Ultimately 
Comfort in 
Nature and the 
Outdoors



The Specifics

1.) Why are bugs 
overlooked?

2.) How do bugs “fit” into 
remembered experiences?



Little Knowledge 
Produces Little Motivation



From the Classroom to Play



From Fear…

“I woke up and there was about 20 or so cockroaches on 
my bed. And ever since then I can’t get close to them, I 
can’t be around them”

“All of a sudden a bunch of bees came out of their nest, 
they came over to us, started being aggressive and 
swarming around the girls”

“We would get squirrels that have those huge pustules, 
where the fly laid the egg into the skin of the animal. And it 
develops that way. It is kind of gross stuff”

“Because ants are in groups and if they crawl on you it 
is just annoying more than anything else”



to Fascination… 

“I have really fond memories growing up as 
a kid going out with a little, those little mesh 
cage, going to see what bugs I could catch.”

“I remembered the first time I saw a spider 
when I was younger in my house. And I did 
freak out. But I was like, remember being very 
curious about what it was.”



to Torture!

“She also used to catch, what are 
those big beetles, the green ones. 
June bugs, put them on a string and 
they go around in circle”

“She used to squish [fireflies]. Then paint her nails with them”

“Not catching as much as like going outside with a couple of 
whiffle ball bats and doing “Jedi training” just beating them down. 
Which was kind of cruel, but it was a lot of fun”

“I used to burn ants with a magnifying glass”



The Silent Unseen Majority
The Beautiful

The Bothersome

The Blinded To



Untapped and Boundless Resource!



African Safari vs. Insect Safari



Conservation Everywhere and 
Re-wilding Movement

Where would you rather play?



Environmental Concerns comes Naturally



Human Health Benefits



Ultimately Comfort Outdoors



In Conclusion

 Outrageously huge resource that is untapped

 Fits the developmental needs of kids perfectly

 Instill connection with local nature

 Can help create a sense of comfort outdoors

 Focus on increasing play with known bugs

 But also greatly increase the exposure with the subtle and novel 
creatures that surround us. The bugs were are blinded to. 



Catching!



Trapping!



Attracting!



Great Pets!

No vet bills!



Bug Homes and Hotels



Playing!



Discovery!



Fear and Fasciation! 
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